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Abstract

Background music in social interaction settings can hinder conversation. Yet, little is known of how specific properties of music impact speech processing. This paper addresses this knowledge gap by investigating the effect of the 1) complexity of the background music, and 2) the presence versus absence of sung lyrics on spoken-word recognition in background music. To answer these questions, a word identification experiment was run in which Dutch participants listened to Dutch CVC words embedded in stretches of background music in four conditions: low/high complexity and with lyrics/music-only, and at three SNRs. Music stretches with and without lyrics were sampled from the same song in order to control for factors beyond the complexity of the music and the presence of lyrics. The results showed a clear negative impact of more complex music and the presence of lyrics in background music on spoken-word recognition. The results open a path for future work, and suggest that social spaces (e.g., restaurants, cafés and bars) should make careful choices of music to promote conversation.

Index Terms: spoken-word recognition, background music, social settings

1. Introduction

Music is an important part of the soundscape of social interaction settings. In bars, restaurants, and cafés, music serves to communicate information about the setting [1], thus creating an atmosphere. It also promotes conversational privacy [2]. However, the wrong soundscape choices may cause fatigue by increasing the effort necessary to carry on conversation [3], or even disrupt conversation entirely. This work contributes towards the goal of identifying the properties of background music that optimally allow conversations to continue unhindered in social settings. Despite the large body of work on the effect of the presence of background noise on speech processing (see for a review [4]), the influence of specific properties of music on speech processing is not well understood. Here, we focus on the impact of the complexity of the background music and the presence of lyrics on spoken-word recognition [5], while controlling for other factors.

Previous studies have established that music may interfere with speech processing [6],[7],[8],[9] due to both energetic and informational masking [4],[10],[11],[12]. Energetic masking occurs due to the direct interaction of the background music and the speech signal in the same ear [10],[11]. The severity of the masking effect, and thus the reduction in intelligibility of the speech signal, is dependent on the number of “glimpses” still available to the listener [13]. “Glimpses” are time-frequency regions not masked by the background noise that can be used by the listener for speech recognition. Informational masking is the remaining interference after the effect of energetic masking has been taken into account.

The presence of sung lyrics necessarily causes energetic masking. Additionally, studies that have investigated how lyrics in background music affect cognitive tasks suggest that sung lyrics are also a potential source of informational masking, due to their linguistic content. The impact of lyrical vs. non-lyrical music on foreign language vocabulary learning has been studied by [16]. This work found a short-term effect when the language of the sung lyrics was familiar to the learner. The impact of music on work attention was studied by [19], which recommends that music with sung lyrics should be avoided to avoid impact on worker efficiency.

Given the ongoing neuroscience discussion on neural resources sharing between speech and music processing in the brain, cf. [14],[15], one could possibly expect both musical complexity and lyrics to interfere equally with speech perception. However, given the findings on the impact of speech background noise (e.g., [4]), it is also plausible that lyrics in music pose a unique or larger problem for perception than increasing complexity. This we investigate in this study.

We know of three studies that have investigated the effect of background music on speech processing and included background music with sung lyrics [6],[7],[9]. However, none has specifically investigated the role of sung lyrics. Moreover, these studies included different music pieces in the different conditions. In contrast, we isolate the effects of musical complexity and lyrics. Further, in our music-only and sung-lyrics conditions, we aim to control for other musical factors that have been shown to have an effect on speech recognition or learning, i.e., familiarity with the song(s) [6],[16] and the language of the lyrics [16]. For maximum control, we chose to test only one song. We chose Beyoncé’s “Formation”, the most-searched-for song on Google in 2016 [17]. As reflected in its reviews, e.g., [18], “Formation” is multidimensional and deserves careful listening. Here, however, we have selected it as background music because it is well known and also because it is possible to find stretches of the song with only a minimal beat (low complexity) and stretches of song that layer instrumentals over that beat (high complexity). Comparable stretches exist with and without sung lyrics, allowing us to control for extraneous sources of variation. Finally, we control for age [6] by testing only younger listeners.

Music training/ability has been shown to have a positive effect on speech-in-noise recognition [20], while hearing
problems in noisy conditions (even if the listener has no problems in quiet conditions) might have a detrimental effect. We investigate a possible influence of these two factors by including their self-reported musicality and listening problems in background noise in the statistical analysis.

To investigate these questions, a word identification experiment was set-up. Dutch listeners listened to short, CVC Dutch words embedded in background music. Note that “Formation” is an English-language song, but that English-language background music is typical in Dutch social settings. To minimize the influence of higher-order information such as context, words were presented in isolation. Two listening conditions were created: the sung-lyrics condition (music with sung lyrics) and the music-only condition (music from the same song without lyrics). We expect a larger detrimental effect of the presence of lyrics in the background music on spoken-word recognition than when there are no lyrics present in the background music due to a potential informational masking effect of the lyrics. Similarly, we also expect to observe effects related to music complexity such that music with higher complexity, i.e., with more pulses between the main beats, has a larger masking effect than music with a lower complexity.

2. Experimental set-up

2.1. Participants

Twenty-five native Dutch listeners (21 females; mean age = 22.6, SD = 2.8) from the Radboud University subject pool participated in the experiment. None of the participants reported a history of language, speech, or hearing problems in quiet listening conditions. All participants had (at least) an upper-intermediate proficiency level in English (which is the English proficiency level at the end of Dutch pre-university high schools). The participants were each paid 5 Euros for their participation.

2.2. Materials

2.2.1. Word stimuli

The stimuli consisted of 144 Dutch CVC words spoken by a native speaker of Dutch, and were taken from an earlier study [20], which investigated the role of word frequency and neighborhood density on native spoken-word recognition. The word frequency and neighborhood density of the 144 words were obtained from [22], and were orthogonally varied (but not further investigated in this study).

2.2.2. Background music

The CVC words were embedded in a short sample of background music. For the sung-lyrics condition, we sampled from an original version of the song. For the music-only condition, we sampled from a high-quality version of the song without lyrics that was highly similar to the original version. Similarity was checked by listening to the tracks and through visual inspection of the spectrograms. Both tracks were obtained from YouTube (original: [23]; music only: [24]).

The structure of the song allows us, as mentioned above, to identify comparable stretches of the song with and without sung lyrics having both high complexity (beat and instruments) and low complexity (beat only). Our procedure for creating the stimuli requires sampling background music from a minute-long segment. Since the naturally occurring segments in the song do not represent one continuous minute, we create minute-long segments by selecting stretches by hand and carefully cutting them at the positive-going zero-crossings using Praat [25]. We combined the stretches taking care that no abrupt changes in the music or lyrics would occur. The final one-minute segments were checked for naturalness by listening and visually inspecting the spectrograms.

Figure 1 and 2 provide examples of 4 seconds stretches of the low-complexity and high-complexity conditions. The top two panels show the condition with sung lyrics and the bottom two panels the music-only condition. The figures provide visual evidence that our manual sampling process was successful in ensuring that the overall musical and rhythmic structure is the same within each of the complexity conditions (in other words, across the sung-lyrics/music-only conditions).

We sampled from the minute-long segments to create stimuli that combined spoken words and background music at different SNRs, i.e., SNR +15, +5, and 0 dB. A custom-made Praat script was used to select random stretches of the minute-long segments and add these stretches to the words. To ensure that the difference between the sung-lyrics and music-only conditions are not related to the lyrics condition having more energy due to the presence of the singing voice compared to the music-only condition, both the words and the randomly selected stretches of background music were set to (an average of) 65 dB prior to setting the SNR. Each word was preceded by 200 ms of leading background music and followed by 200 ms of trailing background music. A Hamming window was applied to the background music, with a fade in / fade out of 10 ms.

The SNRs were determined on the basis of a pilot study with 12 Dutch participants, none of whom participated in the current study. The SNRs were chosen such that for the easiest SNR, the background music is indeed perceived as being in the background, and at a level often found in coffee bars. The more difficult SNRs were chosen as to reflect a situation that is more to be expected in a pub or disco, as we were also interested in whether we could observe a point where the performance would ‘break’, i.e., would be severely impaired.
2.3. Procedure

Eight experimental lists were created. Each list consisted of 144 words, with half of the words in the high complexity condition and half of the words in the low complexity condition. Of the low-complexity and high-complexity condition words, half were assigned to the sung-lyrics condition and the other half to the music-only condition, yielding 36 words per complexity/lyrics condition. These 4 sets were each split into three SNR conditions, with 12 words assigned to SNR = 0 dB, 12 words to SNR = 5 dB, and 12 words to SNR = 15 dB. The words were randomly assigned to each of the sets and SNR-conditions. The order of the SNR and sung-lyrics/music-only blocks were randomized and counterbalanced across participants. Each participant was randomly assigned one list.

Participants were tested individually in a sound-treated booth. The stimuli were presented over closed headphones at a comfortable sound level. Participants listened to the 144 words and were asked to type in the word they thought they had heard. After pressing the return key, the next item was played.

After the experiment, listeners filled in a short questionnaire, with questions asking the number of songs they thought were used in the background, whether they were familiar with the song(s), whether they could name the song(s), and whether they played an instrument themselves. Moreover, two questions related to potential hearing problems were asked: one asked whether listeners (were aware of) having hearing problems when listening in quiet (this was used as an inclusion criterion), the other question asked whether listeners experienced problems when listening to speech in background noise, e.g., in a pub.

3. Results

3.1. The effect of complexity and lyrics

Figure 3 shows the proportion of words correctly recognized for each of the SNR conditions for the two complexity conditions and the sung-lyrics and music-only conditions separately. The dashed lines show the results for the low complexity conditions; the solid lines show the results for the high complexity conditions. The solid bullets show the results for the music-only condition; the open bullets show the results for the sung-lyrics condition.

Statistical analyses using generalized linear mixed-effect models (e.g., [26]), containing fixed and random effects, on the accuracy of the recognized words were carried out. The dependent variable was whether the word stimulus was correctly identified ('1') or not ('0'). Fixed factors were SNR (3 levels: +15 dB, +5 and 0 dB (on the intercept)), Lyrics (i.e., the absence (on the intercept) or presence of lyrics in the background music), and the Complexity of the background music (low vs. high (on the intercept)). Stimulus and Subject were entered as random factors. Random by-Subject and by-Stimulus slopes for SNR were added and remained in the best-fitting model.

The results presented here were obtained with the best-fitting model (after model comparisons). This model was obtained by first building the most complex model, i.e., the model with all possible interactions between the predictors. Subsequently, interactions and predictors that proved not significant (at the 5% level) were step-by-step removed from the model, starting with the least significant interaction. The best-fitting model is the model with the lowest AIC.

### Table 1. Fixed effect estimates for the best-fitting model for the overall analysis, n=2736.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effect</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>.223</td>
<td>.270</td>
<td>.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR</td>
<td>.182</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyrics</td>
<td>-1.245</td>
<td>.132</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>.614</td>
<td>.104</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR × Lyrics</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.052</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the fixed effect estimates for the best-fitting model of the overall analysis. As expected, significantly more correct answers were given for better SNRs (see effect of SNR in Table 1). Regarding our crucial manipulations, significantly fewer correct answers were given when sung lyrics were present in the background music compared to the music-only condition (Lyrics in Table 1). The marginally significant interaction between SNR and Lyrics indicates that this is more the case in the lower SNR conditions than in the higher SNR conditions (see also Figure 3: the deterioration from SNR +5 to SNR 0 is larger for the sung-lyrics condition compared to the music-only condition). Moreover, significantly more correct answers were given for the low complexity conditions compared to the high complexity conditions.

Analyses of the separate SNR conditions showed that while the significant effect of the presence of lyrics was found at all SNR levels (SNR 0: β=.1,520, SE=.164, p<.001; SNR 5: β=.821, SE=.160, p<.001; SNR 15: β=.880, SE=.228, p<.001), the significant effect of complexity was only found at the two hardest listening conditions (SNR 0: β=.816, SE=.174, p<.001; SNR 5: β=.586, SE=.177, p<.001).

3.2. Background questionnaire

The results of the questionnaire showed that most students were not familiar with the song we chose as background music. Only 4 of subjects indicated thinking to have heard 1 song, most reported hearing 2 or 3 different songs (range 1-5 different songs). On a scale of 1 to 4 (not familiar to very familiar), 6
subjects reported “2” (slightly familiar), while 19 subjects indicated “1” (not familiar at all). None could name the song. Eleven participants indicated some musicality (singing and/or playing an instrument). Thirteen participants indicated having (some) problems listening in the presence of noise (note that this might have hearing or attention related origins). Since the song was equally (un)familiar to all participants, we could not investigate the effect of familiarity with the background music on spoken-word recognition. However, musicality and self-reported listening problems in background noise could and were added to the analyses in the previous paragraph as binary factors to investigate the role of musicality and self-reported listening problems in background noise on spoken-word recognition in background music. Table 2 shows the best-fitting model of the analysis including these background measures. In addition to the earlier found main effects and marginally significant interaction between SNR and Lyrics, we found that listeners with self-reported difficulty listening in noisy backgrounds gave significantly fewer correct answers than listeners with no such self-reported difficulty.

4. Discussion and concluding remarks

To our knowledge, this is the first study that systematically investigates the effect of the complexity of and the presence/absence of sung lyrics in background on spoken-word recognition. Our experimental results extend existing knowledge on the effect of different masker types on spoken-word recognition. Importantly, although the experimental conditions do not reflect realistic scenarios in which the sources of music and speech are spatially distinct, aiding the listener in separation [30], they do provide a baseline for the impact of background music on conversation in social settings. We also note that isolated words are more difficult to recognize than words in continuous speech, which have context. For this reason the observed adverse effects may be less noticeable in natural conversational settings.

The key findings are that word recognition is easier in low-complexity than high-complexity background music, and that the music-only condition outperforms the sung-lyrics condition. So, high-complexity background music has a larger masking effect than low-complexity music. Similarly, background music with sung lyrics has a larger masking effect on word recognition than background music without sung lyrics. This effect might be different for listeners with different English proficiency levels, and larger for lyrics in the listener’s native language, since for background noise containing speech, native language has been reported to have larger masking effects than nonnative language [31].

The song has about 120 beats per minute, which amounts to approximately 1-2 beats per stimulus. However, for the high-complexity condition, many intervening notes are present between the main beats, as can also be seen when comparing the spacing of the energy in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Our results on the effect of complexity are in line with findings from [8], who found a larger masking effect for faster tempos. These results suggest that more complex music is a better energetic masker than less complex music, which is as expected as there are more pulses/beats present in high-complexity music that can interfere with the foreground speech. However, the analyses for the individual SNR conditions indicated that this seems to be primarily the case when the SNR is set relatively low. At relatively high SNRs, no difference between high and low complexity music is found. Relating this back to the soundscapes of social interaction settings: in restaurants, where background music is typically not so loud, the complexity of the music will not matter. In bars and cafés where the music is somewhat louder, the owners might take into account to the complexity of the music if they will want conversations to still take place without too much effort.

The effect of the presence of sung lyrics was found for all SNR conditions. The amount of energy was set equal for the sung-lyrics and music-only conditions, meaning that both conditions had similar amounts of energetic masking. The difference between the two conditions thus should primarily be explained by a difference in the amount of informational masking. Note that potentially, the syllable nuclei were aligned with the beats or sung lyrics in one condition and not the other (this could also potentially explain the difference between the low and high complexity conditions). However, our results from a previous, unpublished, experiment investigating the impact of lyrics and complexity showed the same results [29]. Future research will investigate the relationship between the proportion of ‘glimpses’ that are available to the listener [13] and the music complexity to gain insight in the impact of the sub-syllable level distribution patterns of energy resulting from sung lyrics and different music complexities. Thus, similar to speech processing in noisy backgrounds, also for music backgrounds, the presence of linguistic information results in a larger masking effect (e.g., [10]). When designing soundscapes, these results indicate that if the objective is to “let the conversation continue”, it is better to use music without lyrics.

There are many other factors that potentially influence how music affects conversations in social settings. Above, we already mentioned listener familiarity with the language of the lyrics. Other factors are the relative sound power of the singers with respect to the instruments and the age of the listener, cf. [6],[7], as well as, familiarity with the genre, and familiarity with the specific song cf. [6],[7],[32]. Here, we were able to investigate two other factors that might play a role: where musical background of the listener did not have an effect on word recognition in background music, self-reported listening problems in background noise did significantly reduce the number of correct answers. These results add to existing results on the effect of hearing problems on speech processing (e.g., [33],[34]) by extending it to self-reported listening difficulties in noisy listening conditions in younger adults with otherwise normal hearing. Additionally, there are factors that are related to the ability of listeners to separate streams of sounds. The ability to separate streams has been related to speech comprehension [35]. To understand how listeners’ ability to anticipate the rhythm impacts word recognition, we can move, in the future, to longer samples with more than 1-2 main beats.

To conclude, the results suggest that although both music complexity and the presence of sung lyrics play a role in speech processing in background music, the latter interferes more with speech processing than music complexity. Moreover, self-reported listening problems in noisy backgrounds interferes with speech recognition in music backgrounds. The results open a path for future work, and suggest that social spaces (e.g., restaurants, cafés and bars) should make careful choices of music to promote conversation.
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